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Abstmd-We suggested the model to demonstrate Simultaneous 
Switching Noise (SSN) coupling to signal and verified 
experimentally. There are two coupling mechanisms; one is the 
SSN coupling through the reference changing via, and the other 
is the SSN coupling through the signal trace. Through the 
measurement and analysis, we confirmed that the worst SSN 
coupling occurs when strip lines have the signal via changing 
reference plane with SSN. Furthermore, we demonstrated that 
the powerlground noise coupling to signal is reduced by placing 
the reference changing via at the position where the 
powerlgrouud cavity impedance is low, or by adjusting the line 
length between two reference changing vias. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a modem memory module, as clock frequency and 
power consumption have increased, the amount of the 
generated power/ground noise, known as simultaneous 
switching noise (SSN), has increased. On the other hand, the 
allowable noise margin and timing margin of signal in system 
have decreased, as the supply voltage has been scaled down 
and the signal frequency has increased. Therefore, it is 
important to study not only the generation of SSN, hut also the 
effects of SSN on other parts in the system. Once SSN is 
generated, it is significantly coupled to interconnects, which 
can cause severe signal integrity problem. It is strongly 
demanded to clarify and to model the mechanism how the 
generated SSN is coupled to the interconnecting lines in multi- 
layer memory module [l]. In this paper, we suggested the 
model to demonstrate the SSN coupling and verified 
experimentally. There are two coupling mechanisms; one is 
the SSN coupling through the reference changing via, and the 
other is the SSN coupling through the signal trace. 
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the poweriground noise 
coupling to signal is reduced by placing the reference changing 
via at the position where the powedground cavity impedance 
is low, or by adjusting the line length between any two 
reference changing vias. 
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11. SSN COUPLING MECHANISM 
A signal line must have its reference plane to guarantee 

return current path. In a multi-layer b a r d ,  ground plane as 
well as power plane can be used as the reference for signal line. 
Therefore, it is possible for signal traces to route on different 
layer of module. For example, interconnects for address signal 
with multi-bit in memory module can take the different layer 
on module. That is, the various line s t ~ c t l l r e ~  to interconnect a 
signal line in multi-layer module can exist in multi-layer 
module. The signal line structures are divided by whether it is 
strip line or microstrip line, and whether or not it changes 
reference plane. The SSN generated by current consumption of 
driver chips is coupled to signal through the following two 
coupling mechanism. Figure 1 shows the fust SSN coupling 
mechanism through the reference changing via in a typical 6- 
layer memory module. As the memory module requires multi- 
layer to route effectively many signal lines in limited space, 
the reference changing via is used to transit from ground plane 
to power plane, or from power plane to ground plane. However, 
the reference changing via becomes the structures causing the 
SSN coupling to signal. When driver chips consume a number 
of instant current, the SSN generated near the reference 
changing via has a relation with power/ground cavity 
impedance near the via, which is frequency-dependant [2]-[4]. 
The higher the power/ground cavity impedance, %,, is, the 
higher the SSN voltage, Y5.7h., is. And also, V,,,, and V,,, the 
SSN voltage coupled to each port of signal line, are 
proportional to input impedances of two transmission lines. 
They are obtained as (1) and (2). 
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Figure 1. SSN coupling h u $ b  thn refexen= changing via m typical 6- 
layn memory module. 
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Figure 2. SSN coupling through rmcc in typical Clayer memory module. 

If input impedances, 'Zcn1' and 'Zs', of two transmission 
lines are 60 Ohm, a M f  of ' YnN' is coupled to signal. 

The second coupling mechanism is SSN coupling to signal 
through the trace between power and ground plane as shown in 
Fig. 2. If the thickness of the power or ground plane is not 
thinner than skin depth, the SSN is not coupled to p-strip line 
located out of powerlground plane pair. Since power or ground 
plane thickness is usually l8um and the s k i  depth is about 
l8um at I O W  there is no coupling for SSN over about 
IOMHz. On the other hand, when a signal trace is located 
between power and ground plane, the SSN is capacitively or 
inductively coupled to signal trace. However, the SSN 
coupling to trace is much smaller than that to the reference 
changing via. The SSN coupling to signal by the two 
mechanisms mentioned above affects on signal integrity in 
high speed DDR memory module. Therefore, it is important to 
investigate and analyze SSN coupling effect to high speed 
signal from powerlground SSN. 

m. MEASUREMENT FOR SSN COUPLING TO SIGNAL 
To experimentally demonstrate the SSN coupling effect to 

signal, we manufactured test device-under-test (DUT), which 
has 190 mm X 80 mm size and six-layer stack up same to that 
of DDR memory module as shown in Fig. 3. DUTs have four 
different signal l i e  structures, a ground referenced p-strip l i e  
(Type-I), a ground referenced strip line (Type-2). a power 
referenced strip line (TypeJ), and a power referenced p-strip 
line (Type-4), as shown in Fig. 4. Total line length is 80 mm 
and line length between vias is 60 nun. Clock driver chip, 
CDCVF2310, was implemented as a SSN source. 
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Figure 3. Topvicw oftcst DUTs. 

A .  Frequency Domain Measurement 
To verify the SSN coupling effect in frequency domain, the 

measurement for S-parameters was done with HP 8753ES 
vector network analyzer. Figure 5 shows the measured 
coupling ratio, to evaluate the SSN coupling effect to the 
signal. Port1 is placed between power and ground plane at the 
center of the clock driver chip, and port;! is located at the one 
end of the signal trace of which other end is terminated by 50 
Ohm. It is shown that the amount of the SSN coupling to the 
power referenced signal line patterns with the reference 
changing vias is larger than that to the ground referenced 
signal line patterns without the reference changing vias 
because of the fust SSN coupling mechanism. And also, it is 
shown that the amount of the SSN coupling to the strip line is 
larger than that to the p-strip line because of the second SSN 
coupling mechanism. Through the 6equency domain 
measurement result, we can confirm that the reference 
changing via is the dominant factor to couple the SSN. 

b) Power Rrfwmced Strip Lim (d) Power R e k r m 4  p-strip Line 
(T?p-JI (TIP-*) 

Figure 4. Cross-section of manufactured DUTs. which have blayer stack-up 
same to that of DDR memory module. DUTs have different signal line 
structure, (a) Ground referenced p-strip line CType-I), (b) Ground referenced 
strip line (Type-2). (c) Power referenced mip line (Type-3). aad (d) Power 
referenced p-strip line (Tpe-4). 
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Figure 5 .  Measured coupling ratio. S : ) ,  to evaluate the coupling of 
powcrlgmund noire Io the signal mce.  Port1 i s  placed behvcen power and 
ground plane a1 the center of SSN generating chip and por12 is loeated a1 the 
onc end of the signal m e ,  which other end is tmina ted  hy 500h. Ground 
referenced p-strip line (dofled line), gmund referenced strip line (dashdofled 
linc). power referenced snip lino (dashed line), and power referenced p-strip 
line (solid line). 

5. Time Domain Measurement 
To verify the SSN coupling effect in time domain, the 

measurement for clock signal was done with oscilloscope and 
pulse pattern generator. CDCVF2310 clock driver chip 
consumes about 200 mA current with 200 MHZ frequency and 
generates SSN. The SSN is about 600 mV and dominant at 
400 M H z  because the 2"d harmonic of the frequency 
consuming the current i?om the power and ground plane 
encounters with the powerlground cavity resonance mode 
TM( I ,  0). which is 400 MHz. Figure 6 shows the. spectrum of 
the measured SSN and the powedground self impedance at the 
center of clock driver chip. 

Frequency [Gnz] 

Figure 6. Spechum of the measured SSN and powerlground self impedamc 
a1 thc center of SSN generating chip. n e  gcnerated SSN is dominant af 400 
MHr because the 2nd harmonic of the frequency consuming cumnt from 
powerlground encounters with powcrtground cavity resonance mode ( I .  0). 
which is 400 MHr. 

200 MHz clock with 500 mV peak to peak is used to 
compare the 4 different signal line structures. When there is no 
SSN, the output clock waveforms for the 4 different signal line 
pattern are shown in Fig. 7-(a). There is no difference for l i e  
structures and their spectrums have odd harmonics for ideal 
clock with the half of duty cycle as shown in Fig. 7-(b). 
However, when a 600mV SSN exists between power/ground 
planes, the output waveforms for 4 different signal l i e  
patterns are differently distorted as shown in Fig. %(a). Their 
spectrums to analyze the cause of distortion are shown in Fig. 
8-(b). It is shown that 400MHz element, which is the dominant 
element of the SSN, is added on the spectrum of the ideal 
clock signal. 'Type-3'. which is the power referenced strip line, 
has the highest 400MHz element because it is coupled by both 
the fust and second SSN coupling mechanism. Nevertheless, 
the 400MHz element of 'Type-4' has almost the same amount 
as that of 'Type-3' because it has the reference changing via, 
which is the dominant factor to couple the SSN. However, 
'Type-I' and 'Type-2' without the reference changing via have 
little SSN coupling to signal h e .  
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Figure I. (a) Output clock waveforms and (b) Output clock Spechum of 
2OOMHz input clock signal with 500 mV peak to peak, when therc is no SSN. 
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Figure 8. (a) Output clock wavefonns and (b) Oulput clock s w r n  of 
200MHz inpw claek signal with 500 mV peak lo peak, when a 600 mV SSN 
exists. 

Iv. REDUCTION OF SSN COUPLING TO SlGNAl 

As mentioned above, we confirmed that power referenced 
pstrip line and power referenced strip line with reference 
changing via are most sensitive to SSN coupling. However, to 
change reference plane is inevitable to route effectively many 
data or command lines in memory module. To overcome this 
problem, we suggest two alternative solutions; placing via at 
the position with low powdground cavity impedance and 
adjusting line length between two reference changing vias. 

A. Eflecl of Line Position 
The generated amount of SSN is proportional to 

power/ground cavity impedance. In other words, the higher the 
powerlground cavity impedance is, the higher the generated 
SSN is. Because the SSN generated in Test-PCBs is dominant 
at power/ground cavity resnnance mode (1, 0), which 
impedance is plotted in Fig. 8, the SSN generated at center of 
plane is lower than that generated at edge of plane. Therefore, 
the SSN coupled to the center positioned signal lines is lower 
than that coupled to the edge positioned signal lines. 

Figure 9 shows the test PCB to investigate the line position 
effect. There are power referenced psirip lines at position of 
90 mm (Pl), 65 mm (P2), 40 mm (P3), and 15 mm (P4) from 
bottom edge. The measured coupling ratio, &,, to evaluate the 
SSN coupling effect for line position is shown in Fig. 10. The 
measured SSN coupling ratio at the dominant SSN frequency, 
400M% represents that, as signal line is located at center 
position, the coupled voltage becomes reduced. When a 

600mV SSN exists between power/ground planes, 2OOMHz 
clock output waveforms for 4 different signal line positions are 
shown in Fig. 1 ]-(a) and their spectrums are shown in Fig. 11- 
(b). Like the SSN coupling ratio measured in frequency 
domain, the 40OhfHz element at distorted clock output 
waveforms is reduced as signal line is located at center 
position. From the measured results for line position effect, the 
SSN coupling can be reduced by placing the reference 
changing vias at the position with low power/ground 
impedance, which is intentionally realized by placing the 
stitching capacitors near the reference changing vias. 

........ 
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Figure9. Test PCB for line position and the corresponding dominant 
powriground resonance. 

B. Effect of Line Length 
When a signal line has several reference changing vias, the 

voltage coupled to one reference changing via can be canceled 
by that coupled to the other reference changing via. The 
canceled amount of the coupled voltage is determined by line 
length between two reference changing vias. 

, Dominant SSX Mode 
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Figure IO.  Measured coupling ratio. S:,, 10 evaluate the coupling effect for 
line position. Ponl i s  placed ktween power and ground plane at the center of 
SSN generating chip and pon2 is located at the one end of the signal wcc. 
which other end is terminated by 500hm. 
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Figure 11. (a) Output clock wavefom and (b) Oulput clock spectrum of 
2OOMHz input clock signal with 500 mV peak to peak, when a 600 mV SSN 
cxists. 
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Figure 12. Line length cffecl for SSN coupling and Ihe equivalent circuit 

Figure 12 shows the power referenced p-strip line structure 
and its equivalent circuit with the signal via model changing 
reference plane. [ I ]  When the SSN generated near two vias is 
‘VsshI’ and ‘VsSs2’, the voltage coupled to portl and port2 of 
the power referenced p-strip line is expressed as (3) and (4). 

, where ‘V,,,,,$2,p,j,,I’ represents the voltage coupled to 
portl, and ‘V,,,f,,,,,,,,,’ represents the voltage coupled to 
p o d .  ‘V,*’ represents the voltage coupled to vial and 
transmitted to port2, ‘VI-’ represents the voltage coupled to 
vial and transmitted to portl, ‘Vg’ represents the voltage 
coupled to via2 and transmitted to p o d ,  and ‘Vi’ represents 
the voltage coupled to via2 and transmitted to portl. ‘I‘ 
represents line length between two reference changing vias and 
:f represents the frequency of the coupled SSN. 

Assuming the SSN generated near vial is same to that 
generated near via2 and the magnitude of voltage coupled to 
each via is ‘1’. the voltage coupled to port2 has been derived 
as (5). 

Fig. 13 shows the calculated SSN coupling voltage versus 
line length using (5). It is shown that the SSN coupling voltage 
at port2 is maximized by twice as much as the voltage coupled 
to a via at half wavelength of coupled voltage, but zero at a 
wavelength of coupled voltage. 

To verify line length effect between two reference 
changing via, Test-PCBs with 5 different lie lengths, which is 
20mm, 60mm. 16Omm. 260mm, and 360mm, was fabricated. 
The measured coupling ratio, S2,, in frequency domain and the 
measured SSN coupling voltage in time domain is shown in 
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. The SSN voltages generated 
near two vias in test PCBs are the same because the SSN is 
dominant at power/ground cavity resonance mode TM(1, 0). 
Therefore, the SSN generated at measurement satisfies the 
assumption to calculate the SSN coupling voltage equation (S) ,  
and the results measured from test PCBs show good 
correlation with calculated data. 

Power Referenced Signal Line Length [mml 

Figure 13. Calculated SSN coupling voltage versus Line length 
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Figure 14. Measured coupling ratio, SI,. lo evaluate the coupling e&ct for 
linc lea@. P o r ~ l  is placed bchveen power and ground plane al the ccntcr of 
SSN generating chip and pd2 is located a1 the one end of the signal trac~, 
which a h a  end is terminated by SOOhm. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we investigated the effects of the SSN on 
interconnects and verified the coupling mechanisms 
experimentally. There are two SSN coupling mechanisms; one 
is the SSN coupling through the reference changing via, and 
the other is the SSN coupling through the signal hace. From 
the measurement, we continned that interconnects with the 
reference changing via involve a lot of risk. Furthermore, we 
demonstrated that the powerlground noise coupling to signal is 
reduced by placing the reference changing via at the position 
where the power/ground cavity impedance is low, or by 
adjusting the line length between any two reference changing 
vias. 
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